Abstract. This study considers a novel class of bi-level fuzzy random programming problem about insuring critical path. In this study, each task duration is assumed as a fuzzy random variable and follows the known possibility and probability distributions. Because there doesn't exist an effective way to solve the problem directly, we first reduce the chance constraint to two equivalent random subproblems under two kinds of different risk attitudes. Then, we may use sample average approximation (SAA) method for reformulating the equivalent random programming subproblems as their approximation problems. Since the approximation problems are also hard to be solved, we explore a hybrid genotype phenotype binary particle swarm optimization algorithm (GP-BPSO) for resolving two equivalent subproblems, where dynamic programming method (DPM) is used for finding the solution in the lower level programming. At last, a series of simulation examples are performed for demonstrating the validity of the hybrid GP-BPSO compared with the hybrid BPSO algorithm.
Introduction
Critical path is one of the most important conceptions of operations research, which controls project time and specifies the most critical activities. In the past few years, critical path has been researched broadly in study and use areas of project management. Joseph et al. [1] gave the conception of critical path, and determined the distance between the initial node and the target node. In order to find the longest path, Chen et al. [2] proposed an efficient method to analyze flow time of each task duration with two types of time constraints. Guerriero and Talarico [3] presented a conventional approach to solve network problems under three kinds of time constraints in certain circumstances. Besides deterministic critical path problem, another research area deals with the randomness of task duration. For instance, Möhring [4] minimized the resource costs for a project with each task duration being uncertainty that the project would be subjected to a given deadline for the completion.
Mitchell and Klastorin [5] developed an effective algorithm for compressing general networks with stochastic activity times. Shen et al. [6] studied series of random optimization problems about insuring critical path. Besides this, the authors suggested decomposition ways to settle these problems for two types of penalty functions. Goh and Hall [7] considered projects with uncertain task durations and handled the robust optimization problem with the conditional value-at-risk. Both Li et al. [8] and Li et al. [9] considered novel kinds of two-stage random insuring critical path problems. Since decision makers had risk aversion behavior, they used the value-at-risk criterion and the minimum risk criterion to the objectives, respectively. Li and Womer [10] developed valid approximate approaches with respect to the rollout policy for the project scheduling problems for uncertain activity times and resource constraints.
With the development of the fuzzy set theory proposed by Zadeh [11] , fuzzy critical path problems have been considered by several researchers such as references [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Among them, Chen and Hsueh [12] explored an ordinary method in order to resolve the problem of critical path method if task durations were assumed as fuzzy numbers. Zammori et al. [13] proposed one innovative framework in order to take additional important fuzzy parameters into account. Amiri and Golozari [14] developed an effective method which considered four types of factors to determine the longest path, in which the parameter of each factor was characterized by fuzzy number. Zareei et al. [15] gave a novel project scheduling algorithm on solving fuzzy longest path issue, where task duration was assumed as fuzzy number. Li and Dai [16] modeled a risk aversion problem about insuring critical path in fuzzy decision systems. Kaur and Kumar [17] presented a novel approach to find the best solution in the fuzzy longest path problem. Jayagowri and Geetharamani [18] created the special way to find the fuzzy longest path without converting the fuzzy activity times to crisp numbers. Pelikan et al. [19] utilized the fuzzy approach for solving optimization problem of project duration, critical path, and project resource allocation. Sireesha and Shankar [20] presented a novel approach to find the fuzzy total floats and the longest path, and that method could not find fuzzy earliest and latest times.
Nevertheless, in the uncertain hybrid environment, there is fuzziness and randomness concurrence under uncertain decision systems. For this reason, Liu and Liu [21] explored kinds of measure criteria with regard to fuzzy random variables, which had been used successfully in extensive meaningful mathematical programming problems, consisting of the convergence of the approximation problem [22] , data envelopment analysis [23] , project scheduling problems [24] , hub location problem [25, 26] , hazardous materials transportation problem [27] , production-inventory system problem [28] , equilibrium standby redundancy optimization problem [29] and so on. For insuring critical path problem, the project manager cannot acquire the complete information of every task duration in the project management systems, yet some experts maybe partially estimate the task durations' probability distribution functions. Under such circumstances, the stochastic task durations are known for fuzzy information. Therefore, for project managers, the randomness and fuzziness of the data are often mixed together in each task duration. Besides these, to my knowledge, no research has considered the insuring critical path problem in fuzzy random environments. These provide us the motivation to extend the application of the fuzziness and randomness to optimize the insuring critical path problem. This paper's aim is to employ equilibrium chance [30] as a modeling criterion to handle insuring critical path problem, where each task duration is assumed as fuzzy random variable. That is, a bi-level fuzzy random programming problem for insuring critical path is proposed, in which a penalty function is adopted in the upper level programming, and it's non-decreasing and characterized by convex or nonconvex. Besides these, each task duration in the lower level programming is assumed as fuzzy random variable. In fact, because it's hard to compute the chance function in this problem, we first reduce each chance constraint to its equivalent probabilistic constraint for triangular fuzzy random task duration. Subsequently, we employ the SAA [29, 31] to reformulate the equivalent probabilistic constraints as their approximation ones. Since the approximation problems is also difficult to be solved, we couldn't compute approximation programming problems by traditional optimization methods. In this article, we will adapt a modified binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO) algorithm to settle approximation problem for insuring critical path.
The BPSO algorithm, proposed by two experts [32] in 1997, has been well pullulated in the literature [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , and the modified and improved BPSO successfully are employed to the substantial programming problems. For example, Lee et al. [33] studied amendments and improvements of original BPSO. Wang and Watada [34] proposed one hybrid PSO algorithm for fuzzy random facility location problem with value-at-risk. Beheshti et al. [35] introduced memetic BPSO to solve discrete optimization problems. Li et al. [36] used chaotic BPSO for stochastic optimal operation of microgrid.
Liu et al. [37] analyzed the inertia weight parameter of BPSO. Jiang et al. [38] presented a new hybrid 5 optimization method with wavelet mutation. Motivated by the aforesaid work, our article proposes one novel hybrid method, which combines SAA, DPM, BPSO and genotype-phenotype mechanism, to compute the fuzzy random programming problem, in which DPM is used for finding objective of the lower level programming. For above hybrid resolution method, the phenotype presents position information, and the genotype presents direction information, which are applied to encode schemes.
They clearly keep the searching information in every step, and compare with each other for obtaining the best solution in search space. These features provide us the motivation to incorporate the genotype-phenotype mechanism into the BPSO in order to resolve the problem for insuring critical path. At last, a series of simulation examples are performed for demonstrating the validity of hybrid GP-BPSO method via some simulated examples.
The remainder of our research is built as below. The second section gives one novel bi-level fuzzy random programming problem for insuring critical path. In the third section, the original problem is converted into two equivalent random optimization models. In the fourth section, the stochastic programming problems can be transformed into an approximate 0-1 mixed integer programming problems. The fifth section proposes one hybrid algorithm for resolving the approximate problems. The sixth section provides series of simulated examples to testify the efficiency of hybrid method. At last, conclusions are drew in the seventh section.
Problem description
This paper studies the insuring critical path problem that exists in a complex project management. The project will be subjected to a given completion date. If the project is not completed within the deadline time, there is penalty for delay. To ensure completion time for the project, the project manager insures some critical arcs by prehiring additional labor or paying additional money. For insuring critical path 6 problem, some experts partially know the probability distribution functions of the task durations by estimation. In other words, the random task durations are known with fuzzy information, so every task duration is described by fuzzy random variable. Based on the above consideration, a bi-level fuzzy random programming model about insuring critical path is established in this second section. For this reason, some notations and parameters in the network are defined in the following: 
where  is the minimum objective value that's one threshold about the total cost consisting of insuring and penalty, the symbol Cr represents credibility measure in the reference [39] , symbol
Pr represents probability measure, and ( , )
Qx represents the optimal value in the lower level programming:
s.t. :
In upper level programming, the first constraint includes the two costs: the total cost of insuring The upper level programming (1) is a class of 0-1 integer fuzzy random problems, which is 8 extremely difficult to be solved directly. One of the reasons is that for a given decision ij x , the first constraint contains fuzziness and randomness simultaneously. Besides this, the representation of ( , ( )) Qx is unknown. To overcome these difficulties, we reduce the first constraint from model (1) to the equivalent stochastic ones by using triangular fuzzy random variables in the next section.
Equivalent conversion problem
This section first discusses the transformational model of the upper level insuring critical path model
(1). We suppose uninsured or insured task duration of each arc is known as triangular fuzzy random variable, then the first constraint from programming (1) [25, 40] , we have transformed the first inequality constraint of problem (1) into two subproblems as follows:
can be converted into this following formula:
.
can be converted into this following form:
From the discussion above, we can summary the translation results of model (1) 
Simultaneously, Problems (7) and (8) are also extremely difficult to be solved. The reasons may be that for a given upper level decisions ij x , the probabilistic constraint of the upper-level model is hard to compute since it requires a multi-dimensional integration. Furthermore, to solve this problem, we still require the conversion of the probabilistic constraints to their approximation problems.
Solution method
In the practical decision making, most of decision makers may select the behavior with high risk aversion, that is, 1 0 2  . So we convert the model (7) into its approximate programming problem.
When the risk-level parameter  satisfies the condition 1 0 2  , the following probabilistic constraint from the model (7) is considered:
Further, we consider the case when the task durations of arcs Based on the definition of probability measure [41, 42] , the SAA method can be employed to probability constraint in the model (7), and then we may transform the model (7) into approximate 0-1 mixed-integer programming problem:
In upper-level programming problem, ( , ) Qx is the time limit for a project, and it's the best value from the lower level programming:
The upper level programming (11) (11) cann't be resolved by traditional optimization method. In the next section, we will introduce an effective method to seek the time limit of a project for the lower-level programming (12) , which is important for the solution of problem (11).
The hybrid GP-BPSO algorithm
In this section, we first use dynamic programming to compute the lower level programming in the first subsection, then adopt the hybrid method to resolve the approximate upper level programming by some simulation experiments in the second subsection.
Computing critical path
For solving the approximate model, by analyzing the characteristics of the lower level programming, we adopt dynamic programming [43] to refresh objective of the lower level programming based on a concrete computational expressions as follows:
in which h is the length of computing critical path; for arc ( , ) ij 
A hybrid GP-BPSO method
In 1997, two experts [32] turned standard continuous particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [44] to binary spaces. However, BPSO is the variant of the continuous PSO, which has not been studied much. Furthermore, based on BPSO simulation method, we explore a novel revised GP-BPSO method.
In the following, we show the concrete operating procedures.
Encoding Representation of Solution. In the algorithm, the components of vector 
Evaluation. Let () Fit
    be the fitness function. Thus, the particle with the better target is assessed by the higher fitness.
Renewal Process of Velocities of GP Particles. For this operation, we need to seek the current best particle , ( 1, 2, , )
by the end of certain phenotype particle 
in which w is a coefficient; both 1 c and 2 c are rates; rand() randomly generates in the interval (0,1) of uniform distribution; let ( ) 1 (1 ) 
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Based on the description above, a brief outline about hybrid algorithm to resolve the approximate problem (11)- (12) is as below:
Step 0: Install these five parameters 1 c , 2 c , w , size P and max v .
Step 1: Initialize particles.
Step 2: Renew particles.
Step 3: Solve lower level model (12) subjecting to expression (13).
Step 4: Compute each phenotype particle's fitness function.
Step 5: Renew , best i P from each renewal particle of phenotype, and renew best G until the end of the phenotype population.
Step 6: Duplicate the second step to the fifth step until the given maximum generation number.
Step 7: Serve particle best G for the approximate best solution.
Numerical experiments
In Section 6 of our paper, we implement some numerical simulation examples for above approximate problem in order to illustrate the hybrid GP-BPSO algorithm. The parameters in the part of BPSO have been selected according to the referred algorithm papers [34, 35, 38] , and the parameters in the part of GP have been selected according to the referred algorithm papers [9, 33] . All the algorithms based on the C++ programming language are encoded by applying Windows 8 system (ThinkPad with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-3337U 1.80GHZ CPU and RAM 4.00GB).
Firstly, one given project for above fuzzy random problem is shown in Figure 1 . In this fuzzy random problem, we suppose For our hybrid GP-BPSO approach, we let the population size 30 size P  , the maximum velocity max 2 v  , the learning rates 12 2 cc  . The weight w decreases between 0.9 and 0.4, which is expressed as follows,
in which gen and GEN are iteration times for current and maximum cases, respectively.
For a series of insuring critical path problems, Table 1 outlines all computations through above proposed GP-BPSO method for a project contained 30 nodes and 42 arcs, in which column 1 provides the number of sample size; column 2 reports decision makers' four different kinds of risk attitudes, column 3 addresses the arcs for insuring according to topological order of arcs in Figure 1 , and column 4 shows the threshold value of the allowable total cost.
To fully evaluate practical efficacy of above proposed method, we then report the comparison results between the hybrid GP-BPSO algorithm and the hybrid BPSO algorithm, which are shown in Table 2 and Figures 2-5.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a new bi-level fuzzy random programming model for insuring critical path, where a penalty function is adopted in the upper level programming, and it's non-decreasing and characterized by convex or nonconvex. Besides these, each task duration in the lower level programming is assumed as fuzzy random variable. For the general task duration distributions, we couldn't resolve the proposed model by traditional programming methods. To avoid this difficulty, we first transform the proposed insuring critical path problem into the equivalent random programming subproblems. Subsequently, the SAA method is used for rewriting the equivalent submodels into their approximation problems. 
